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The complex of buildings ?ssociated wi th Su.rmner Villa, the antebellum plantation
seat of Reverend Neill McKay stands on a small portion of the total land once owned by
Reverend McKay in rural Harnett County west of Lillington, the county seat~ State road
1291 (the former U S 421) separates Summer Villa and its outbuildings from the smaller
house--known as the HcKay-Salmon Cottage--constructed in the later 19th century by McKay
for his daughter Mary Louise Salmon. The flat terrain of the surrounding landscape is
typical of the sandhills region of North Carolina, as are the mature pine trees which
serve as a backdrop for the buildings and a reminder of the major source of McKay's
sizeable income, naval stores.
Standing some 200 yards south of 1291 at the head of a drive ending in a circle
is Summer Villa, the centerpie·ce and principal s truc ture of the complex. A handsome
example of an antebellum Greek Revival residence updated in the early 20th century NeoClassical Revival style, Summer Villa still retains many elements of its first construction. The main block of the house is a two-story frame structure built on an L-shaped
plan, with a five-bay facade. A one-story porch with hip roof spans the facade and
wraps around the east elevation and features a centra.L, two-story pedimented portico
supported by monumental Doric columns on tall brick piers. Interior chimneys serving
the east and west sections rise through the low hip roof, now made of composition
shingles. An original or early one-story, shed-roofed wing spans J the rear of the house
across the east section. A two-story hip-roofed ell extends from· the double-pile west
section of the house and is jointed to the east section and shed by a one-story enclosed
porch. This ell was originaly one story in height and may have been a detached kitchen
(it has a massive, single-~shoulder exterior end chimney with a now-enclosed large opening)
or an earlier structure connected to the main house by a breezeway. It apparently was
raised to two stories early in the 20th century when other changes were made. A bathroom
was also added on the second floor at the rear of the hall.
Summer Villa rests on a brick foundation, although brick piers originally supported
the structure. The wraparound porch (except an enclosed portion) still stands on brick
piers connected by latticed brickwork. The exterior of the house is sheathed in plain
weatherboard of varying widths, depending on the period of construction of a particular
section. Both exterior and interior trim on the L-shaped main section of the house is
uniformly of simple Greek Revival style. Six over six windows are set in simple post and
lintel surrounds with flat corner blocks, a form repeated at the main entrance, which
consists of double-leaf, three-panel doors surrounded by trellis-style sidelights and
transom. Other exterior trim includes cla~sical corner boards, a paneled frieze, and a
boxed cornice. This composition reappears on the second floor, where the doors open
onto a screened balcony now serving as a sleeping porch.
The original porch apparently sheltered only the entrance bay and may have been
the central section of the current porch configuration which frames that bay. Here,
simple Tuscan columns rise to a paneled frieze topped by a flat roof with a turned
balustrade. Tuscan columns also support the rest of the porch. The section of porch
sheltering the east side of the facade and half of the east elevation is screened in,
while the rear portion on the east elevation has been enclosed. Early in the 20th
century, about the time that HcKay's youngest daughter Fannie married Charles Ross,
a number of changes were made to the house. The most immediately visible were the extension of the single~bay porch to its present configuration and the addition of the portico.
This addition had the superficial effect of transforming a mid-19th century Greek Revival
style house int'o one ,,,hich exemplified the more imposing Neo-Classical Revival style so
commonly used for substantial North Carolina houses in the early 20th century.

Sum_mer Villa
Description
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The rear portions of the house are much less uniform in character,.\ probably as
a result of differing construction phases. Of particular note are the widely varying
window treatments--six over nine and nine over nine sash set in three-part surrounds
in the shed-roofed section; nine over nine sash in three-part surrounds and small
casements on the first floor of the ell; and four over four, six over six, and nine
over nine sash in post and lintel surrounds on the second floor of the ell.
The interior of the house clearly retains its simple Greek Revival character.
The main entrance opens into a broad central hall where an open string stair, said
to have been enclosed originally, rises in one flight along the east wall. One
room on the east and two on the west flank the hall on both floors. Trim is uniform
throughout the house--doors of two fl~t panels are set in two part surrounds, onepiece flat baseboards encircle each room, and mantels are sturdy post and lintel
construction with shelves. Al of this trim, as well as the plaster walls and pine
flooring, remains intact and in good condition. The only room substantially altered
is the east room on the first floor, which has been fully paneled. This room is
used as a family living room, while the west front room is a forTnal parlor maintained
in a Victorian style. B,ehind this room is the formal dining room. The second floor
rooms are arranged identically to those on the first, with ~a~h serving as a bedroom.
Four-panel doors flank a fifteen-light glazed door with transom at the rear of the
first floor hall. This door leads to the rear portions of the house, which include
a back hall, bathroom, storage room, an enclosed porch used as a sunrOOffi, a kitcl1en
and informal dining room in the rear ell, and a large pantry. Flush sheathing on the
west walls of the enclosed porch substantiatee that these were likely exterior walls
covered by a porch. Other notable features include the already mentioned chimney and
fireplace and the massive wooden lock with Z brackets on the inside of the two-panel
door of the pantry. The added second story of the rear ell consists of one large
room, furnished dormitory-style with numerous beds; access to this rooms is by stairs
leading down from the rear bedroom of the house's main section.
The remaining outbuildings associated with Summer Villa are clustered to the rear
of the house and date from approximately the mid 19th century to the mid 20th century.
All of the outbuildings, with the exception of the small cinder block structure, contribute to the overall character of the property. The following is a list of the
outbuildings, keyed to the site plan:

1. "Playhouse" - date uncertain
A small, one-story frame structure in a temple form with a standing seam tin gable
roof exten~ing over the porch. Entrance to the two-room bui~qing is through a door on
the facade. A second door and a nine over nine window occur on the west elevation,
which, along with the facade, has flat sheathing. East elevation and rear are clad
in plain weatherboards. Date of construction uncertain, at least early 20th century.
May have been built from discarded materials during work on main house.
2. Carriage house - ca. 1850
One-story frame, gable-roofed structure said to have been the original carriage house
and therefore the oldest surviving outbuilding. Standing seam metal roof. Apparently
adapted for use as a garage, now used to store farm implements and tractors.
3. Corn crib
early 20th century
One-story frame structure with pyramidal roof of pressed metal shingles; recessed
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entrance with double doors; rests on piers of brick, stone or wood;
to south elevation with deep roof overhang~

s~rd

room attached

4. Storage building - early 20th century
One-story rectangular frame building with gable roof, entrance in gable end; used for
agricultural storage.
5. Outbuilding
early 20th century
One-story frame structure with pyramidal roof, 2 entrances on north elevation; used
for agricultural storage.
6. Outbuilding - mid 20th century
Small, one-story, cinder block building with gable roof, two over two windows, and a
half glazed door; used for miscellaneous storage.
Standing to the northwest of Summer Villa aefoss state road 1291 and about 100
yards from the highway is the McKay-Salmon House, built in the last quarter of the
19th century by Reverend McKay for his daughter Mary Louise McKay Salmon. The onestory decorated frame c;ttage (now covered with asbestos shln~le siding) displays
a simple rectangular form with a rear ell extending from the center of the main
block. SYl.nmetrically placed interior chimneys rise through the ridge of the
side-gable roof. The most notable feature of the cottage is the profusion of turned
and smvTI wood ornament which embellishes this otherwise, simple structure. From the
molded sill and corner boards to the elaborate entrance treatment, the cottage
displays a wide variety of the decorative wooden elements available in the late 19th
century. Of particular note are the massive brackets supporting the porch roof, the
wooden cutouts framing the transom and sidelights, and finials at the peak of each
gable end. The interior of the central-hall, double-pile cottage is greatly altered.

_1900-- __ invention

1849, ca. 1885

Unknown

.\

The complex of buildings associated with Surmner Villa, the mid-19th
century home of the Reverend Neill McKay (1816-1893) in western Harnett County,
represents a rural tradition centered around a plantation economy, as well as the
retention of property in one family through several generations. Reverend McKay,
a prominent Presbyterian minister, church historian, and University of North Carolina trustee, was also a major land- and slaveowner, with the bulk of his income
derived from the production of naval stores and lumber. The principal structures
of the complex, Summer Villa itself and the McKay-Salmon House, also reflect two
differing traditions in American architecture--first, the pervasive use of classical
motifs in the Greek Revival and later NeD-Classical Revival styles, and, second,
the more ~laborately decorated styles, such as the
alianate and Queen Anne.
McKay's plantation seat, begun in 1849, was built in the extremely popular Greek
Revival style used for numerous residences, now both extant and destroyed, in rural
19th century North Carolina: It was remodeled early in this centpry in the NeoClassical Revival style, again employing motifs derived from classical antecedents
and again a frequeTltly seen style for that period. The McKay-Salmon House, built
late in the 19th century by McKay for a daughter by his first wife, is a charming
small structure in the decorated cottage style. Although its appearance has been
altered by the application of asbestos siding, the house clearly reflects this
different approach to building ornamentation. The acreage being nominated with
SUIT@er Villa is owned by Reverend McKay's grandson and is likely to yield information,
through its archaeological record, about plantation life in central North Carolina
in the mid and late 19th century.
Criteria Assessment
A. Associated with the naval stores and lumber industry and the plantation economy
of the sandhills region of North Carolina in the mid-19th century;
B. Associated with the life of the Reverend Neill McKay, prominent Presbyterian
minister, church historian, University of North Carolina trustee, and substantial
landowner;
C. The principal structures are representative of the classical tradition and
the decorated tradition in American architecture;
D.

Is likely to yield in'formatioh, important in our history.
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SUmmer Villa and the McKay-Salmon Cottage ar~ among the last vestiges of 19th
century life in rural v,7estern garnett County. They are significant both historically
and architecturally, representing the naval stores-based plantation economy of anteoellum North Carolina in the pine-forested Sandhliis region, as well as the opposing
clas~sic.al and hi.ghly decorative traditions in American architecture.
Summer Villa
itself reflects the continuing popularity of classical motifs through its phase one
Greek Revival styling and its early 20th century updating in the Neo-Classical Revival
style. AlthDugh the designer of the house (in either phase) is not known, it seems
clear that he ,,,as f aTIliliar wi til the classical idiom as seen in pat tern books and
was able to translate the motifs for this vernacular rendition. The cottage exhibits
the type of sawn and turned wooden ornament that had become readily available by
the last quarter of the century. Summer Villa's surviving outbuildings demonstrate
construction techniques typical of structures associated with agriculture from the
mid 19th to the early 2nth century. The properties are also associated with the
productive life of the Reverend Neill McKay, prominent 19th century Presbyterian
miniBter, church hiBtorian, University of North Carolina trustee, and major landow~er.
Finally, Summer Villa is likely to possess archeological significance as the
seat of a large 19th century plantation whose owner, in 1860, owned in partnership
wlth his brother, some 196 slaves, the most held by anyone in the county. The size
of the plantation (approximately 16,000 acres) and number of slaves would have necessitated a much larger complex of outbuildings and slave quarters than survives today.
Foundations of these buildirigs, trash pits, wells, and other remains could provide
information valuab.1e to the understanding and interpretation of the structure. The
archeological record of this complex may also reveal infoYIIm:tion about the workings
of an antebellum plantation in central North Carolina. Therefore, archeological remains may well be an important component of the significance of the property. At this
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time no Lnvest
tion has been done to discover these remains, but it is probably
that they exist, and this should he considered in any development of the property
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The property being nominated consists of 2 parcels separated only by state road
SR 1291, but in different o\mership. The smaller contains approximat~ly 2 acres
immediately surrounding the McKay-Salmon House on the north side of SR 1291 and
fronting on the highway
The larger consists of what could be called the "home
tract" of Summer 'Villa, a parcel of some 42 acres on the south side of SR 1291 and
also fronting on the highwBY
Each parcel is outlined in red on the appropriate
attached plat map.
Although the 2 acres being nominated with the McKay-Salmon House are part of
a larger parcel of former McKay land~-soIDe 110.5 acres acquired by the durrent owner
in 2 tracts--this land is no longer directly associated with Summer Villa or the
McKay family
This larger parcel extends north of U.S. 421 (which is about 1/2
mile north of and parallel to SR 1291) and contains structrues erected in the mid
to late 20th century. The house and s small portion of the surrounding acreage
are being nominated because of the historical association with Reverend McKay
and the architectural significance of the house ..,.
;'"

The tract of 42 acres to the south of SR 1291 contains Summer Villa and its
outbuildings, the cleared~ land between the hOllse and the highway, a pond, and
a surricient amount of pine-forested acres to relate the property to its original
economic basis-nava1 stores and lumber. This parcel remains in the McKay family,
being owned by a grandso,n. of Reverend McKay.

Summer Villa and the McKay-Salmon liouse
l1arnet t ':County
Lillington Quadrangle
Zone 17 Scale 1:24000
A 17 693775/3920120
B 17 694120/3920000
C 17 693980/3919565
D 17 693620/3919690
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